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Self directed, effective and detail oriented individual seeking an Administrative 
Assistant position. I will be bringing strong organizational and communication 
skills to provide a successful support to the office.

JANUARY 1988 – MAY 1990
JUDICIAL SECRETARY - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for maintaining the chambers library and electronic mail system.
 Served as the Word Perfect troubleshooter for the Camden Courthouse.
 Temporarily assigned to Judge Garrett Brown, whose secretary was on medical 

leave.
 Performed the same duties as described above and was the WordPerfect 

troubleshooter for the law clerks.
 Proofread all documents to minimize unnecessary grammatical errors.
 Assisted other districts with their workload when applicable Support and 

substituted for Office Manager Successfully performed duties as assigned with 
minimal supervision Enhanced filing and documenting process through 
organizational methods.

 Worked under the supervision of Richard L.

1984 – 1988
JUDICIAL SECRETARY - DELTA CORPORATION

 Issue &amp; maintain records of various actions (warrants, summons, 
subpoenas) Instruct parties about timing of court appearances Answer inquiries 
in a .

 Personal secretary for both District Judges of McCracken County.
 Performed general office duties including but not limited to transcription, writing

or editing Court Orders and documents, keeping and maintaining .
 Work closely with Judge.
 Fulfill Court orders, receive and make phone calls.
 File, fax important documents.
 Answered the phone in a courteous and professional manner Took messages in 

an accurate manner and ensured receipt of that message by appropriate .

EDUCATION

Advanced Paralegal Certificate
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Supportive Skills.
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